An uncompromised innovation delivering both camber and rocker profile benefits at the same time. The cambered inside edge supports Power Spine technology and assures edge grip and stability and the rockered outside edge allows faster and more direct turns.

Power Spine is characterized by a special construction that follows the distributions of force from the legs to the ski. The ski's interior construction, spine arch, is stronger and reinforced with a carbon layer along its entire length. The side elements/bones assure torsional stability also on the outside of the ski. The new technology has been developed in the whole race range, which also includes the FIS skis, the GSX, and the Ripstick skicross model used by Filip Flisar in the Ski Cross World Cup.

Power Spine changes the rules of the racing world. Power Spine technology, a genetic evolution of race ski construction, with its spine and bones provides better edge grip and torsional stability; the Amphibio® Profile enables faster and direct turn initiation. The new technology has been developed in the whole race range, which also includes the FIS skis, the GSX, the Ripstick skicross model and all race junior skis plus a new specific GSX Master for this faster growing category.
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GSX FIS PLATE
SALES CODE: AA1Z2314, AA1Z2314 PLATE
PROFILE: Amphibio
TECHNOLOGY: Powerspine, RST sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Dual Ti
GEOMETRY: FIS approved
LENGTH/RADIUS: 183 (R≥30), 188 (R≥30), 190 (R≥35), 195 (R≥35)
SYSTEM/PLATE: EP 14 WC
BINDING: ER 17.0 FreeFlex Pro

SLX FIS PLATE
SALES CODE: AA2Z2214, AA2Z2214 PLATE
PROFILE: Amphibio
TECHNOLOGY: Powerspine, RST sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Dual Ti
GEOMETRY: FIS approved
LENGTH/RADIUS: 157 (R≥11.5), 165 (R≥12.5)
SYSTEM/PLATE: EP 14 WC
BINDING: ER 17.0 FreeFlex Pro

GSX MASTER PLATE
SALES CODE: AA1Z2114, AA1Z2114 PLATE, AA1Z2114 PLATE 25.0 (PLATE)
PROFILE: Amphibio
TECHNOLOGY: Powerspine, RST sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Dual Ti
GEOMETRY: FIS approved
LENGTH/RADIUS: 182 (R=19.8), 182 (R=25.0)*, 186 (R=21)
SYSTEM/PLATE: EP 14 WC
BINDING: ER 17.0 FreeFlex Pro

DHX WORLD CUP PLATE
SALES CODE: AA0G17
PROFILE: Conventional
TECHNOLOGY: RST sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Dual Ti
GEOMETRY: FIS approved
LENGTH/RADIUS: FIS rules
SYSTEM/PLATE: Race Plate
BINDING: ER 20.0 FreeFlex

SGX WORLD CUP PLATE
SALES CODE: AA0G17
PROFILE: Conventional
TECHNOLOGY: RST sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Dual Ti
GEOMETRY: FIS approved
LENGTH/RADIUS: FIS rules
SYSTEM/PLATE: Race Plate
BINDING: ER 20.0 FreeFlex

RIPSTICK FIS PLATE
SALES CODE: AA0G17
PROFILE: Conventional
TECHNOLOGY: RST sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Fibreglass/Dual Ti
GEOMETRY: 93/65/87; 94/67/84
LENGTH/RADIUS: 181 (31.1), 191 (33.5)
SYSTEM/PLATE: EP WC RACE
BINDING: ER 17.0 FreeFlex Pro

SHORT MOUNTING AND LONG MOUNTING

SLX 157/165
Size: small / large
Join Base Length (mm): 280-320 / 290-350
GSX 183/188, 195
Size: small / large
Join Base Length (mm): 280-320 / 290-350

ER 20.0 FF PRO
SALES CODE: DA021212000
COLOR: matt black/green/white
Z-DIN: 10-20
TYPE TOE: AERO
AFD: Delrin
TYPE HEEL: Race Pro (spindle)
BRAND: ER Race Pro 18-78

ER 16.0 FF PRO
SALES CODE: DA021212000
COLOR: matt black/green/white
Z-DIN: 8-16
TYPE TOE: AERO
AFD: Delrin
TYPE HEEL: Race Pro (spindle)
BRAND: ER Race Pro 18-78

ER 17.0 FF PRO
SALES CODE: DA021212000
COLOR: matt black/green
Z-DIN: 6-17
TYPE TOE: AERO
AFD: ABS
TYPE HEEL: Race
BRAND: ER Race Pro 17-78

SLX 157/165
Size: small / large
Join Base Length (mm): 280-320 / 290-350
GSX 183/188, 195
Size: small / large
Join Base Length (mm): 280-320 / 290-350
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ER 11.0 FF PRO BLK/GRN
- **Sales Code:** DA431612000
- **Color:** matt black/green
- **Type Toe:** LX
- **Type Heel:** Race Lite
- **Brand:** 155 LD 78

ER 11.0 FF PRO BLK/GRN
- **Sales Code:** DA431612000
- **Color:** matt black/green
- **Type Toe:** LX
- **Type Heel:** Race Lite
- **Brand:** 155 LD 78

EL 7.5 AC BLK
- **Sales Code:** DA5932913000
- **Color:** black/silver
- **Length/Radius:** 7.5
- **Type Toe:** SX Jr.
- **Type Heel:** SX Jr.
- **Brand:** SL Junior Brake 72

EL 4.5 AC BLK
- **Sales Code:** DA90113000
- **Color:** black/silver
- **Type Toe:** SX Jr.
- **Type Heel:** SX Jr.
- **Brand:** SL Junior Brake 72

GSX TEAM PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA1Z814, AA1Z8214 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Amphibio
- **Technology:** Powerspine, RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Dual Ti
- **Geometry:** 115/65/96
- **Length/Radio:** 162(10.9), 170(11.8)
- **System/Plate:** 11.5 DUO EP 14 W2
- **Binding:** ER 1.0 Freeflex Pro

SLX TEAM PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA2Z8614, AA2Z8914 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Amphibio
- **Technology:** Powerspine, RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Dual Ti
- **Geometry:** 115/65/96
- **Length/Radio:** 142(10.9), 151(11.8)
- **System/Plate:** EP 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

RCX PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA2Z8614, AA2Z8914 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Early Rise Rocker
- **Technology:** RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Fiberglass
- **Geometry:** 133(13.5), 139(10.5)
- **Length/Radio:** 133(13.5), 139(10.5)
- **System/Plate:** EP 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

RC PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA1Z814, AA1Z8214 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Early Rise Rocker
- **Technology:** RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Fiberglass, Dual Ti
- **Geometry:** 120/65/96
- **Length/Radio:** 133(13.5), 139(10.5)
- **System/Plate:** EP 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

RCS PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA2Z8614, AA2Z8914 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Amphibio
- **Technology:** Powerspine, RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore
- **Geometry:** 115/65/96
- **Length/Radio:** 133(13.5), 142(11.8)
- **System/Plate:** EP 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

RCG PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA1Z814, AA1Z8214 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Early Rise Rocker
- **Technology:** RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Fiberglass, Dual Ti
- **Geometry:** 103/65/96
- **Length/Radio:** 133(13.5), 139(10.5)
- **System/Plate:** EP 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

RC RACE QT
- **Sales Code:** AA1Z814, AA1Z8214 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Conventional Technology: Waveflex”, Full Power Cap, Dual Woodcore, Fiberglass
- **Geometry:** 114/75/98, 114/75, 110/72, 116/71, 112/70, 117/71, 119/72, 122/73, 125/75
- **Length/Radio:** 133(13.5), 142(11.8), 151(11.8)
- **System/Plate:** QUICK TRACK 155 LD 78

SLX TEAM PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA2Z8614, AA2Z8914 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Amphibio
- **Technology:** Powerspine, RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Dual Ti
- **Geometry:** 115/65/96
- **Length/Radio:** 142(10.9), 151(11.8)
- **System/Plate:** EP 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

GSX TEAM PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA1Z814, AA1Z8214 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Amphibio
- **Technology:** Powerspine, RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Dual Ti
- **Geometry:** 115/65/96
- **Length/Radio:** 162(10.9), 170(11.8)
- **System/Plate:** 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

RCS PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA2Z8614, AA2Z8914 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Early Rise Rocker
- **Technology:** RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Fiberglass
- **Geometry:** 133(13.5), 139(10.5)
- **Length/Radio:** 133(13.5), 139(10.5)
- **System/Plate:** EP 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

RC PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA1Z814, AA1Z8214 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Early Rise Rocker
- **Technology:** RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Fiberglass, Dual Ti
- **Geometry:** 120/65/96
- **Length/Radio:** 133(13.5), 139(10.5)
- **System/Plate:** EP 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

RCS PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA2Z8614, AA2Z8914 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Amphibio
- **Technology:** Powerspine, RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore
- **Geometry:** 115/65/96
- **Length/Radio:** 133(13.5), 142(11.8)
- **System/Plate:** EP 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

RCG PLATE
- **Sales Code:** AA1Z814, AA1Z8214 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Early Rise Rocker
- **Technology:** RST, sidewall, Response Frame Woodcore, Fiberglass, Dual Ti
- **Geometry:** 103/65/96
- **Length/Radio:** 133(13.5), 139(10.5)
- **System/Plate:** EP 11.5 DUO EP 11.0 Freeflex Pro

RC RACE QT
- **Sales Code:** AA1Z814, AA1Z8214 (PLATE)
- **Profile:** Conventional Technology: Waveflex”, Full Power Cap, Dual Woodcore, Fiberglass
- **Geometry:** 114/75/98, 114/75, 110/72, 116/71, 112/70, 117/71, 119/72, 122/73, 125/75
- **Length/Radio:** 133(13.5), 142(11.8), 151(11.8)
- **System/Plate:** QUICK TRACK 155 LD 78
### ELAN AIR WORLD CUP
SALES CODE: AI4.G10
TECHNOLOGY: RST sidewall, Laminated Woodcore, Fiberglass
GEOMETRY: FIS approved
LENGTH: 200 - 235

### LADY WORLD CUP
SALES CODE: AI0.G11
TECHNOLOGY: RST sidewall, Laminated Woodcore, Fiberglass
GEOMETRY: FIS approved
LENGTH: 218 - 253

### ELAN AIR TEAM
SALES CODE: AI0.G11
TECHNOLOGY: RST sidewall, Laminated Woodcore, Fiberglass
GEOMETRY: FIS approved
LENGTH: 170, 180, 190

### MOGULS & AERIALS SERIES

80% of competitors in the ski jumping World Cup trust Slatnar bindings and make longer jumps with them. This revolutionary ski jumping bindings are made from carbon fibers and suitable for use in all ski jumping competitions all over the world.

### BLOODLINE
SALES CODE: AI0.H43
TECHNOLOGY: RST sidewall, Laminated Woodcore, Fiberglass
GEOMETRY: 84/63/71, 66/63/72, 60/63/71, 84/63/77, 60/63/60
LENGTH/RADIUS: 125 (20.3), 141 (23.6), 158 (26.1), 170 (30.0), 181 (31.2), 191 (33.6)
GEOMETRY: FIS approved

### AIRLINE
SALES CODE: AI4.H42
TECHNOLOGY: RST sidewall, Laminated Woodcore, Fiberglass
GEOMETRY: 84/63/72
LENGTH/RADIUS: 120 (20.3), 160 (28.5)
GEOMETRY: FIS approved